In this report, the explicit probability density functions of the random Euclidean distances associated with regular hexagons are given, when the two endpoints of a link are randomly distributed in the same hexagon, and two adjacent hexagons sharing a side, respectively. Simulation results show the accuracy of the obtained closed-form distance distribution functions, which are important in a wide variety of applied sciences and engineering fields. In particular, hexagons are often used in wireless communication networks such as the cellular systems. The correctness of these distance distribution functions is validated by a recursion and a probabilistic sum. The first two statistical moments of the random distances, and the polynomial fits of the density functions are also given in this report for practical uses.
side length of 1. Here we first give the results of the random distances associated with these rhombuses, and then use a probabilistic sum to combine them and obtain the distribution of random distances for a unit hexagon.
1) |P Q|:
The probability density function of the random Euclidean distances between two uniformly distributed points that are both inside the same unit rhombus is [1] 
with different orientation, as illustrated by E and F in Fig. 1 , is The corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) is
2) |DI|:
8 5) |HE|:
+ 2 sin
6) Final Result: Given the results in Section II-A1 to II-B5, when the two endpoints of a given link fall into one of the two adjacent hexagons sharing a side, the probability density function of the random distances between these two endpoints is
, using the similar reasoning as that in Section II-A3. With this probabilistic sum, we thus have the following:
[Random distances between two unit hexagons] The probability density function of the random Euclidean distances between two uniformly distributed points, one in each of the two adjacent unit hexagons sharing a side, is
10
The corresponding CDF is
Note that although unit rhombuses and unit hexagons are assumed throughout (1)-(11), the distance distribution functions can be easily scaled by a nonzero scalar, for rhombuses or hexagons of arbitrary side length. For example, let the side length of a regular hexagon be 
Therefore,
where f D (·) can be (3) or (10).
III. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

A. Verification by Simulation
Figure 3 plots the probability density functions of the two random distance cases given in 
B. Validation by Recursion
As shown in Fig. 5 , a hexagon with a side length of 2 can be decomposed into three small hexagons with a side length of 1, and three rhombuses A, J and K, each with a side length of 1 as well. With the scale transform in (12), the distance distribution in the large hexagon is
). On the other hand, if we look at the two random endpoints of a given link inside the large hexagon, they will fall into one of the three following cases: i) both endpoints fall inside one of the three small hexagons (BDF, ECG or HIL), with probability ; ii) one of the endpoints falls into one of the small hexagons, and the other endpoint falls into one of . Each of these three cases includes several more detailed sub-cases as follows:
Case i) Given the location of the first endpoint of a particular link, the second endpoint will fall in the same hexagon as the first one with probability 1 3 , and in one of the two adjacent hexagons with probability 2 3
. The unconditional probability of these two sub-cases are , respectively.
Case ii) Without loss of generality, suppose the first endpoint is located in A. By symmetry, the second endpoint falls into any one of the four rhombuses B, D, F and H with probability , and into L with probability for |AL|.
Case iii) If the first endpoint is in A, then by symmetry, the second endpoint is still located in A with probability , and in either one of J or K with probability . The unconditional probability of these two sub-cases are , respectively.
In short, we have the probabilistic sum as
where f D 8 (d) is the density of |AL| in Fig. 5 , which is the only distance distribution function that has not been given yet. We will do so in the immediate following.
1) |AL|:
+ 4 sin
2) Validation: In order to confirm that the two definitions of f 2D (d) at the beginning of Section III-B are equivalent, i.e.,
), we verify them mathematically as follows.
while the probability density functions are 0 for all other cases. Thus, 
Table I lists the first two moments, and the variance of the random distances in the two cases given in Section II, and the corresponding simulation results for verification purposes. Table II lists the coefficients of the high-order polynomial fits of the original PDFs given in Section II, from the highest degree (degree-10 for (3) and degree-20 for (10)) to d 0 , together with the corresponding norm of residuals. Figure 6 (a)-(b) plot the polynomials listed in Table II with the original PDFs. From the figure, it can be seen that both polynomials match closely with 
B. Polynomial Fits of Random Distances
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this report, we gave the closed-form probability density functions of the random distances associated with hexagons. The correctness of the obtained results has been verified by a recursion and a probabilistic sum, in addition to simulation. The first two statistical moments, and the polynomial fits of the density functions are also given for practical uses.
